1 Introduction

This is a proposal to encode additional short vowel letters and signs for Devanagari in the Universal Character Set (UCS) (ISO/IEC 10646). The short vowel characters already encoded for Devanagari include ॐ U+0904 DEVENAGARI LETTER SHORT A, ॐ U+090E DEVENAGARI LETTER SHORT E (ॐ U+0946 DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN SHORT E), and ॐ U+0912 DEVENAGARI LETTER SHORT O (ॐ U+094A DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN SHORT O). The latter two are part of a set of characters introduced into Devanagari in the late 19th century by A. F. Rudolf Hoernlein in order to represent vowel sounds found in the ‘Bihari’ languages: Bhojpuri, Magahi, and Maithili.

The set of vowel characters introduced by Hoernlein are: ए SHORT E, े SHORT AE, ओ SHORT O, and औ SHORT AU. These letters are shortened forms of the corresponding regular Devanagari vowel and diphthong letters. They have no equivalents in standard Hindi.\(^1\) In A Comparative Grammar of the Gaudian (Aryo-Indian) Languages (1880), Hoernlein writes that “the short े, ो, ऑ, उ, are according to the usual view, unknown to the Sanskrit phonetic system, and therefore have no place in the native grammatical scheme of sounds and characters.”\(^2\) Therefore, “in order to avoid the inconvenience of two different sounds being denoted by the same sign,” Hoernlein adapted the “Gurmukhi or Bangali forms of the ordinary Nàgarí signs, which differ from the latter merely in having a serpentine form (ے and ऐ) instead of a slightly curved one (े and ऑ).”\(^3\)

Hoernlein’s characters were used by other grammarians, such as George Grierson and Samuel Kellogg, who adopted the characters in their own works, but with particular modifications as shown in Table 1. Apparently, Indian writers and scholars also adopted Hoernlein’s characters. Grierson writes that all of the short vowels “have been adopted by some of the best Benares Paṇḍits”\(^4\) and that “[a]ccurate writers distinguish these when writing in the Dēva-nāgarī character.”\(^5\)

In addition to the four short vowel characters, Hoernlein also introduced a character for representing the ‘neutral vowel’, or the articulation of the inherent vowel of the antepenultimate syllable that is typically unrealized in Hindi and related languages. It appears that Grierson carried this idea further and developed a character for the ‘sonant vowel’, which represents the articulation of the inherent vowel of the final syllable, which is generally unpronounced in these languages and also not marked by VRIMA as absent.

The issue of encoding characters for additional Devanagari short vowels was raised previously by Jeroen Hellingman in 1998.\(^6\) It appears that neither Hellingman nor others pursued the matter further, ie. through proposals submitted to the Unicode Technical Committee. This proposal includes the short vowel characters discussed by Hellingman, as well as other characters identified by the proposal author. While these characters are not used in standard Devanagari, they are necessary for representing Devanagari text found in grammars and other linguistics texts. The proposed characters will complete the repertoire of short vowel characters for Devanagari and will broaden support for historical Devanagari characters in the UCS.

---
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2 Characters Proposed

Seven characters are proposed for encoding as part of the Devanagari block:

- ए U+090E DEVANAGARI LETTER SHORT E
- ऐ U+0910 DEVANAGARI LETTER SHORT AI
- ओ U+090F DEVANAGARI LETTER SHORT AU
- अ U+090E DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN SHORT E
- अ U+0914 DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN SHORT AI
- ओ U+0948 DEVANAGARI SIGN NEUTRAL VOWEL
- ओ U+094C DEVANAGARI SIGN SONANT VOWEL

2.1 Description of Characters

ए U+090E DEVANAGARI LETTER SHORT E  This character is the shortened form of ए U+0910 DEVANAGARI LETTER AI. The glyph shape is derived from Hoernle. Grierson and Kellogg differ from Hoernle in their representations of this character, but the latter’s form should be taken as normative (see Table 1). In Seven Grammars of the dialects and subdialects of the Bihārī Language (1883), Grierson used the glyph ए to represent short ai. In A grammar of the Hindi language (1893), Kellogg used the glyph ए for the character. The shapes used by Grierson and Kellogg are problematic. Grierson’s use of ए conflicts with the existing assignment of the glyph for U+090E DEVANAGARI LETTER SHORT E. Kellogg’s form ए uniquely represents short ai, but it is graphically disjointed from existing Devanagari characters used for representing length variations of /e/: ए U+090F DEVANAGARI LETTER E, ए U+0910 DEVANAGARI LETTER AI, and ए U+090E DEVANAGARI LETTER SHORT E. Given this, Hoernle’s form ए for short ai is the most appropriate, and original, choice.

ऐ U+0914 DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN SHORT AI  This character is the shortened counterpart to ऐ U+0948 DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN AI.

ओ U+0914 DEVANAGARI LETTER SHORT AU  This character is the shortened form of ओ U+0914 DEVANAGARI LETTER AU.

ओ U+094C DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN SHORT AU  This character is the shortened counterpart of ओ U+094C DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN AU.

ए U+090E DEVANAGARI LETTER REVERSED E  This character is synonymous with ए U+090E DEVANAGARI LETTER SHORT E. While Hoernle preferred the shape ए for short e, Grierson and Kellogg chose a reversed form of ए U+090F DEVANAGARI LETTER E. Although ए is already encoded for representing short e in Devanagari,
as Hellingman states, the ए REVERSED E cannot be considered a glyph variant of ए SHORT E since both shapes will be required in a document that uses Grierson’s scheme for short vowels.7

DEVANAGARI SIGN NEUTRAL VOWEL. In Hindi and allied languages, the inherent vowel of the antepenultimate syllable is often unpronounced, but this silence is not represented orthographically. In some languages, this inherent vowel is pronounced. In order to account for this feature, Hoernle introduced the sign अ. Grierson described this sign as “the shortest possible utterance”,8 which may be conceived of as the shortened form of the inherent vowel. For example, a Bhojpuri word for ‘house’ is written as घरवा, in which the inherent vowel of the syllable /ra/ is articulated: /gharə̆vɑ/ not /gharvɑ/. The sign अ indicates the distinction: घर / घर̂ .

DEVANAGARI SIGN SONANT VOWEL. In Hindi, the inherent vowel of a word-final consonant is generally not pronounced, moreover it is not marked as silent in Hindi orthography using य, as is done for Sanskrit. In Bhojpuri, Magahi, and Maithili, this inherent vowel is often articulated, but this feature is not represented orthographically. For example, देख could represent both /dekʰ/ and /dekʰa/ (see Figure 9). In order to compensate for this ambiguity, Grierson introduced the character ऊ to indicate that the inherent vowel of the consonant is articulated, eg. देख /dekʰ/ and देख /dekʰa/.

2.2 Character Properties

The properties of the characters in the Unicode Character Database format are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hex</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09xx;DEVANAGARI LETTER SHORT AI</td>
<td>Lo;0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09xx;DEVANAGARI LETTER SHORT AU</td>
<td>Lo;0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09xx;DEVANAGARI LETTER REVERSED E</td>
<td>Lo;0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09xx;DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN SHORT AI</td>
<td>Mn;0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09xx;DEVANAGARI SIGN NEUTRAL VOWEL</td>
<td>Mc;0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09xx;DEVANAGARI SIGN SONANT VOWEL</td>
<td>Mc;0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Characters Not Proposed

Grierson and Kellogg used other characters for representing vowel quality in Devanagari. Some of these characters are idiosyncratic, others may be represented using characters already encoded in the UCS.

DEVANAGARI LETTER REVERSED SHORT AI In A grammar of the Hindi language (1893), Samuel Kellogg represented the short forms of ए and अ with ए and ऊ, respectively. The basis for the two glyphs is a reversed form of ए उ+090F DEVANAGARI LETTER E. Kellogg’s glyph for ए is proposed for encoding as ए DEVANAGARI LETTER REVERSED E. Although ऊ could be considered atomic form of SHORT AI, it may be decomposed as ए + ऊ उ+0946 DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN SHORT E.

DEVANAGARI LETTER EXTRA SHORT A Grierson uses the character आ to represent /ā/, as shown in Figure 10. It marks length reduction of /a/ in antepenultimate syllables in languages such as Bhojpuri. Given this, it is likely that this character is actually आ उ+0906 DEVANAGARI LETTER AA + ऊ उ+0951 DEVANAGARI STRESS SIGN UDatta, as shown in Figure 7.

DEVANAGARI SIGN SUPERSCRIPT AVAGRAHA Grierson uses the character घ to mark what he calls the ‘drowled a’ /ā/, as shown in Figure 13. This character is a superscript form of घ उ+093D DEVANAGARI SIGN AVAGRAHA. Grierson shows different methods used for marking ‘drowled a’ in Figure 11: देखल, देखलः, देखलः, देखलः /dekʰālā/. While Grierson preferred the first method for indicating this sound, the normal in-line AVAGRAHA is used in modern Bhojpuri orthography.

7 Hellingman 1998. 8 Grierson 1883: 20
3 Implementation

It may be possible to represent some of the proposed characters using existing letters and signs:

- ए LETTER SHORT AI = ए U+090E DEVANAGARI LETTER SHORT E +
- ऋ LETTER SHORT AU = ऋ U+0912 DEVANAGARI LETTER SHORT O +
-◌ VOWEL SIGN SHORT AI = ◌ U+0946 DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN SHORT E
-◌ VOWEL SIGN SHORT AU = ◌ U+094A DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN SHORT O +

Such compositions provide visually representations of the characters, but the semantic values of such characters are lost. There is no principle by which ऋ U+0912 DEVANAGARI LETTER SHORT O +◌ U+0946 DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN SHORT E should represent the proposed character ऋ DEVANAGARI LETTER SHORT AU.

Moreover, such compositions do not account for the typographical details necessary for producing aesthetically appropriate glyphs. The character ◌ U+0948 DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN AI may be logically produced by combining two instances of ◌ U+0947 DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN E, but the representation requires that the two instances of ◌ be configured in terms of position and proportion. The case for ◌ VOWEL SIGN SHORT AI is identical; it should not be simply considered as the combination of two instances of ◌ U+0946 DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN SHORT E. In the figure below, lines A illustrate the forms of ◌ and ◌ as produced by combining constituent graphical elements. Lines B show the correct glyph.

If the overwhelming attitude is that the proposed characters be rendered as composite characters, then the characters would be better composed using the proposed ◌ DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN SHORT AI, not with ◌ U+0946 DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN SHORT E. This would provide a visually appealing glyph.

- ए LETTER SHORT AI = ए U+090F DEVANAGARI LETTER E +
-◌ VOWEL SIGN SHORT AI
- ऋ LETTER SHORT AU = ऋ U+0906 DEVANAGARI LETTER AA +
-◌ VOWEL SIGN SHORT AI
-◌ VOWEL SIGN SHORT AU = ◌ U+094A DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN AA +
-◌ VOWEL SIGN SHORT AI
Despite such possible representations, the proposed characters should be encoded atomically in order to capture the semantic distinctions they were originally developed to represent.

4 Annotations of Short Vowels in the Names List for Devanagari

The Devanagari names list in the Unicode Standard contains annotations for characters for short vowels, which describe these characters as being used for “transcribing Dravidian”. These annotations are likely derived from ISCII 1991, which states that “the vowels ऎ ओ ए औ are used in Southern scripts for denoting vowels shorter than ए ओ ऐ ए respectively.” As evidenced in this proposal, these characters are also used for transcribing sounds in Indo-Aryan languages. Thus, the annotations for short vowel characters should be removed from the Devanagari names list or revised to indicate that they are used to represent short vowels in general.
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d. According to Hoernle and Grierson, the colloquial dialects east of Allahabad exhibit not only this short ē, ə, but also a short āi and āu, differing from the corresponding long sounds simply in quantity.* To represent these four sounds, unknown to the Devanāgarī alphabet, Hoernle has introduced four characters from the Bangālī and Panjābī, in which he has been followed by Grierson. These are as follows, the initial form being in each case given first:

\[ \ddot{\text{a}}, \ddot{\text{i}}, \ddot{\text{u}}, \ddot{\text{a}}, \ddot{\text{i}}, \ddot{\text{u},} \]

It will be observed that these differ from the corresponding long vowel characters merely in that the strokes above the line are doubly curved; and that the initial forms of ē and āi face to the left instead of the right.† These characters will be used for the notation of these short vowels in the following pages.

Figure 1: The set of Devanagari short vowel letters as introduced in Hoernle (from Hoernle 1880: 3).

Figure 2: The set of Devanagari short vowel letters used in Kellogg (from Kellogg 1893: 4).

Figure 3: The Devanagari vowel letters used in the Linguistic Survey of India (from Grierson 1903: 7).
The forms of the vowels given above are the initials, and are used only at the beginning of a word; when subjoined to a consonant they take the following forms:—

\[ a (\text{not expressed}), \hat{a}, \hat{\mathbf{a}}, \hat{i}, \hat{\mathbf{i}}, \hat{u}, \hat{\mathbf{u}}, \hat{\mathbf{r}}, \hat{\mathbf{r}}, \hat{\mathbf{e}}, \hat{\mathbf{e}}, \hat{\mathbf{a}}, \hat{\mathbf{a}}, \hat{o}, \hat{\mathbf{o}}, \hat{\mathbf{o}}, \hat{\mathbf{q}}, \hat{\mathbf{q}}, \hat{\mathbf{r}}, \hat{\mathbf{r}}, \hat{\mathbf{f}}, \hat{\mathbf{f}}, \hat{\mathbf{p}}, \hat{\mathbf{p}}, \hat{\mathbf{t}}, \hat{\mathbf{t}}, \hat{\mathbf{d}}, \hat{\mathbf{d}}. \]

Thus क ka, ख khā, च gi, च hi, ङ ohu, ढ ohū, छ jri, ज jhe, झ ḍe, झ ḍe, ञ ḍai, ञ ḍai, थ ḍho, थ ḍho, ध ḍo, ध ḍo, न ḍau, न ḍau.

Figure 4: The Devanagari vowel letters used in the *Linguistic Survey of India* (from Grierson 1903: 7).

The signs भ, ष, ष, ठ, ह, द, ह, and ठ have been introduced by European scholars in late years, and have been adopted by some of the best Benares Pandita. These short vowels do not exist in Sanskrit, to which language the Dēva-nāgari alphabet was originally confined, but do occur in the Modern Indian languages, and hence additional signs have had to be invented for them.

Figure 5: Description by Grierson of the short vowel signs (from Grierson 1903: 7).

The following signs have been added to the Deva Nāgarī alphabet to express these sounds:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Non-initial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ē</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ȯ</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ȯ</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ȯ</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ȯ</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The complete series of Bihārī vowels.

Grammar:—

Section 32. The following table therefore shows the complete series of Bihārī vowels as used in these

Neutral ('), a, ù, i, y, u, ū, ē, e, ȯ, o.

Initial...

wanting, अ, आ, इ, ई, उ, ऊ, ए, ऐ, ओ, औ.

Non-initial...

a, ȯ, a, au.

Initial...

e, e, o, o.

Non-initial...

e, e, e, e.

The manner of writing the non-initial vowels is as follows:—

क ke, क ka, क kā, क ki, क ki, क ku, क kū, क ke, क ke, क kō, क ko, क kā, क kā, क kaū, क kaū, क kau.

When nasalized, the vowels are written as follows:—

क kā, क kā, क ki, क ki, क ku, क kū, क ke, क ke, क kō, क ko, क kā, क kā, क kaū, क kaū, क kaū.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Devanāgari.</th>
<th>Transliteration.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ए</td>
<td>e, as in एक्‍रा ek'ra, तेक्‍रा tek'ra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ए</td>
<td>Ṗ, as in एकर ḍkar, तेकर ḍkar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ओ</td>
<td>o, as in ओक्‍रा ok'ra, चोरे hoï.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ओ</td>
<td>Ṫ, as in ओकर ṭkar, लोक ṭök.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ऐ, ए</td>
<td>ā Ṗ, as in एसनिः āisanah, देखैतिः dekhāitāu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ऐ, ए</td>
<td>aĩ, as in ऐसन aĩsan, देखित dekhāt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ऑ, ऑ</td>
<td>āũ, as in बौतिः āũtā, पौलिः pāũl'hāk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ऑ, ऑ</td>
<td>aũ, as in बौताः aũtā, पौताः pautā.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7:** List of all short vowels and examples of their occurrences (from Grierson 1903: 22).

**Section 29.** There is one vowel, called the neutral vowel, which has no representative in the Deva Nāgarī alphabet. It is the shortest possible vocal utterance, and is pronounced like the o in the word *Brighton* (*Bright’n*), or the obscure vowel sound in the final syllables of *amiable, centre*. This neutral vowel sound I shall represent by a dot \( \cdot \) placed after the consonant to which it refers, and in transliteration by an apostrophe: thus बर्तमा ghar’ma, ‘a house.’ This neutral vowel can never commence a word, and hence it has no initial form.

**Figure 8:** Description of the neutral vowel (from Grierson 1883: 20).

**Section 30.** Generally, when a word ends in a consonant, that consonant is silent,—that is to say, the inherent a in it is not pronounced. Thus खर is pronounced *ghar*, and not *ghara*. When the inherent a in a final consonant is pronounced, which not unfrequently occurs in Bihāri, this will be denoted by a small circle \( \cdot \) placed after the final consonant. Thus देख dekh, but देखित dekha.

**Figure 9:** Description of the final sonant a (from Grierson 1883: 20).

*a.* Whenever the vowel चा a finds itself in the antepenultimate syllable, i.e., the third from the end of a word, it is shortened to चः a. Thus, the long form of नाउ, a barber, is नाओउः nāoũḥ or नोष नाोष nōṣ; the long form of चामिः āgi, fire, is चामिः āgīya; and the instrumental case of पानि pāni, water, is पालिः pānīḥ. This चः a is often written च a, so that the above words would be written नाउः nāoũḥ, चामिः āgīya, and पानिः pānīḥ, respectively.

**Figure 10:** Excerpt describing the short a (from Grierson 1903: 24).
The long, drawled a which I transliterate ā, is especially common in Bhojpuri, and its contrast with the short clear-cut a, which is of frequent occurrence, gives a striking piquancy to the general tone-colour of the dialect. Usually, this drawled ā is left unrepresented in writing but its existence is fully recognised, and various attempts are made by different people to portray it. Thus, some write the sign ' over the consonant containing this vowel. Others write ' after it. Others write æ after it, and others repeat the letter ḍ a after it. For instance, the word dēkhdā, you see, is written by some देख्त; by others देखा; by others देखिश; and by others देखक्ष. The first method is that adopted by the present writer.

Figure 11: Description by Grierson of the ‘drawled a’ (from Grierson 1903: 48).

The vowel a has four distinct sounds, which should be noted. They can be shown in Dēva-nāgarī writing, but not in the two other alphabets of Mithilā. They are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dēva-nāgarī.</th>
<th>Transcription.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>अ ... a, as in आगः agn, fire; मराईँहī maraichhī, I am dying.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ऐ' ā as in देखबाब dēkhabā, you will see.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ऐ' â, as in अगू आगु āgū, before; मारā mārad, I shall beat.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ऐ' ā, as in अगू आगू a precedence; मराईँहī maraichhī, I am beating.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12: Grierson’s method for representing different lengths of a (from Grierson 1903: 22).

हे बाबू जी देख इम प्रत्या दिन से तोहार वेया उत्धास बिन्डु भाग भाग न चौद्र आग, जबा तोहार प्रको प्रको
हुक्कम माछी टर्की। तब तू इस के प्रको भिड़ौ के बाद माझी दिखाने की इस चपल संयोजन के साथें
भाग भाग करिः। बाकी बीजों तोहार दी बेटा बीजों बीजों टू भी प्रको के खार प्रको करल ह। इन नाँशी
संख्या की हे तोहार उड़े बेताबा इनग्री जे तोहार धन कुक्कास में नट के दिखले। तब बाप बीबल

Figure 13: Excerpt showing the use of the sign to mark ‘drawled a’. From a specimen of the Sarwaria sub-dialect of Bhojpuri spoken in south-western Gorakhpur district. Prepared in 1899 by Pandit Rām-ghārī Chaube (from Grierson 1903: 246).
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Figure 14: A specimen of Maithili in Devanagari showing the use of sign neutral vowel (from Grierson 1883: 33).

Figure 15: Specimen showing the use of all short vowel signs and reversed e (from Grierson 1903: 261).
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6. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely in the BMP?: No
   (a) If Yes, is a rationale provided?: N/A
       i. If Yes, reference: N/A

7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)? No

8. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing character or character sequence? No
   (a) If Yes, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?: N/A
       i. If Yes, reference: N/A

9. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either existing characters or other proposed characters? Possibly. Please see section 3 in the body of the proposal.
   (a) If Yes, is a rationale provided?: N/A
       i. If Yes, reference: N/A

10. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function) to an existing character? No
    (a) If Yes, is a rationale for its inclusion provided? N/A
        i. If Yes, reference: N/A

11. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences (see clauses 4.12 and 4.14 in ISO/IEC 10646-1: 2000)? No
    (a) If Yes, is a rationale for such use provided? N/A
        i. If Yes, reference: N/A
    (b) Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided? No
        i. If Yes, reference: N/A

12. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as control function or similar semantics? No
    (a) If Yes, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary): N/A

13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility character(s)? No
    (a) If Yes, is the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic character(s) identified? N/A
        i. If Yes, reference: N/A